Among the different pulse codification techniques, stochastic pulse codification has its own arithmetic based on the similarity between boolean algebra and statistic algebra. Summation and multiplication are the two basic arithmetic operations deeply treated in literature. In this paper we present two digital stochastic circuits that extend traditional stochastic algebra: a division circuit and a square-root circuit, and the interfaces between the analog and stochastic domain.
INTRODUCTION
Stochastic systems make pseudo analog operations using stochastically coded pulse sequences [l] , [21. Information is represented by the statistical mean value of a pulse sequence. In a binary logic, it is the probability of taking a "high" level. in a register is compared with a random number generator. If the random number generator is less or equal than the register value, the output of the comparator is set to a high level. Otherwise, a low level is set. Figure 1 can be considered as the scheme of a dzgztal to stochastic converter. Equation 1 give us the probability of an output high level.
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The stochastic pulse stream at the output of the comparator is a Bernouilli's sequence, with probability of a "high" level output equal t o the number stored in the register. Bernouilli's theorem guarantees that the mean of the addition of the Bernouilli's random variables tends to that probability. So, the more pulses we process, the best accuracy we obtain when representing a digital value by means of a stochastic pulse stream.
There are several methods to generate random numbers. Digitally, we can implement a pseudo random number generator, that is, a sequence of number with randomness appearance, but exhibiting a repeatable pattern. Among the whole variety of pseudo random number generators 131, the most extended one is the linear feedback shift register (LFSR) of maximum length [41.
Stochastic pulse coded arithmetic is very close to processing with oversampled signals [5] . The main difference is the following: while pulse density arithmetic only performs basic operations such us addition and multiplication, stochastic pulse coded arithmetic can perform supplementary operations that will be presented in this paper. This approach allow a very simple electronic implementation of real applications. Particularly, a reactive power measurement method and a hardware electronic implementation of a passivity based controller for a series resonant converter have been proposed in 161 and I71.
In next section, we will explain basic conversion schemes between analog and stochastic domain. Section I11 describes the circuits that perform traditional stochastic computation, that is, summation and multiplication. Then, division and root-square circuits will be presented. Finally, conclusions and applications of these pulse coded processing system will be pointed out.
CONVERSION SCHEMES
A digital or analog value can be recovered from a digital stochastic pulse stream by estimating its mean value in a long enough sequence. A counter can perform the estimation in the digital domain and a RC circuit is suitable €or the analog one.
Statistically, mean value estimator has a Gaussian distribution with a mean value equals to the mean value of the discrete Bernouilli sequence and a standard deviation that decreases with root-square of the length N of that se-
(2) mean value estimator : A N ( p , -) Figure 2 illustrates an analog signal extracted from a stochastic pulse stream generated with the general scheme LFSR plus a comparator. A complete study of this circuit can be found in [81. Analog to stochastic conversion is a more complicated operation to perform. All the . The problem is that the RC integration of the digital pulse stream of figure 3 is not a fast integration, because cut off frequency of the RC filter must be low to recover the mean value. So, the bandwidth of the converter is limited below 1kHz for 8-bit accuracy and a digital clock frequency of 10 MHz [9] . In [lo] has been proposed a novel stochastically converted, then processed, and finally recovered from the stochastic pulse stream as an analog or digital value. Figure 5 is a block diagram that illustrates the whole processing system. The main advantage of the stochastic processing system is the possibility of doing pseudo-analog functions working with the mean value of the pulse stream, but with a digital implementation. tween analog and digital domain and stochastic domain, it is possible to define a stochastic processing system in which, given a set of analog or digital inputs, they are Particularly, the product is performed by an AND gate, provided that the input stochastic pulse streams are uncorrelated. If pl and pz are the input pulse streams of the AND gate, the output pulse stream will only have a high level when both pl and pz have a high level. Then the output of the AND gate has a probability equals to the product of the input probabilities.
Summation is a more complicated operation to perform.
The reason is that, using an OR gate, the operation carried out is not actually addition but p~ + pz -p l . p * . As an adder, the OR gate has the disadvantage of saturation when a pulse overlapping occurs. The OR gate is well suited when we are working with low pulse densities. In the circuits proposed, it will be used a signed adder scheme, based on the truth table 1. It is a combinational block, with the following logic equations ( 
Supplementary operations
Based on circuits for product and summation, we will extend traditional basic stochastic operations by means of a division circuit and a square root circuit.
Division circuit is showed in figure 7 . It is a negative feedback scheme in which we are looking for a stochastic pulse stream p l / p z that, multiplied by p z , is compared with the input pulse stream, increasing o r decreasing the counter according to the error pulse stream eh, sig(ek). As Figure 7 : Stochastic division circuit we are using a negative feedback, the error signal tends to zero. So, the use of the adder block is justified because we are working with low pulse densities. As we can only multiply by a value in the range [OJ] (the value codified is a probability), it must be verified that p l 5 p z .
Experimental results has been obtained using a digital programmable device, with the converters of section 11, a counter size of 10 bits and a digital clock frequency of 12 MHz. Figure 8 shows experimental results as a function of p2 for different values of p l , and compared t o the theoretical result.
Square root circuit has a similar (figure 9) scheme but using the possibilities of redundancy in information of 
In order to obtain a reasonable speed in both circuits, the clock frequency must be much higher than the signal dynamic we want to process. This restriction is due to the fact of representing the information as a probability in a sequence of binary pulses. Nevertheless, notice that we are performing pseudo-analog operations working with the mean value of the random pulse stream. By using the conversion schemes of section 11, we are able to implement a very simple and purely digital solutions to real applications, like the ones referenced in [61 and [71.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of stochastic logic has provided a set of very simple arithmetic circuits constituting a design library suitable t o solve algebraic and differential equations. Some applications has been recently developed using stochastic arithmetic. Particularly. a set of algebraic equations has been solved in [61 and a set of differential equations has been solved in [ 71.
There are other digital and analog techniques to solve division and square-root operations [14]. The main advantage of stochastic approach is that can be used massively in conjunction with other stochastic circuits, carrying out a serialized information and with a very simple analog and digital interface. This approach allows for the realization of quasi-analog functions but taking advantages of digital circuits properties.
